
Reframing Heritage Education in Egypt (ReHeED)

WP2 online training 14-18 June 2021 

Heritage Education in the context of schools, museums and archaeological sites

Module 1.2.4.

“Cultural heritage as an educational tool of multidisciplinary

approach: an intro to the educational perspective of
Interconnectivity.”



1.1. What is multidisciplinary approach?

A theme-based approach, that change the structure of the subject-based learning in the classes.

e.g. Α Tea-pot. Modernizing the tradition.
Characteristics.
Price:204euros
Material: earthenware.
Dimensions: H12.1xW19xD112.1cm.
Inspired by an East Asian block-printed batik fabric.
Made in partnership with Burleigh.
Meticulously finished by Burleigh artisans.
Celebrates the best of American style & English tradition.
Created using a 250 year old tissue transfer printing technique.
Dishwasher & microwave safe.

 History (e.g. relations of British empire 
and China)

 Economy/ Geography (e.g. trade then, 
comparing to Commerce nowadays)

 Anthropology/ Semiotics (e.g. fashion)
 Scientific Approach (e.g. Physics)
 Cultural heritage (e.g. modernizing the 

tradition) 
etc.



The basic characteristics of multidisciplinary approach:

Educational process;// the missing - link of subject - based learning, updating the content of 
knowledge according to society's and learner’s context as also taking advantage of latest 

educational  methods and tools.

The role of the educators:// the collaboration with the learners and other educators, promoting and 
guiding the research (without being the authority).

The role of the students;// arguing for, producing written and oral speech, collaborating with, 
searching for, etc.

The reverse class



1.2. Which is the main advantage of multidisciplinary approach?

As the associations are multiplying, we have more possibilities to obtain the main objectives 
according to the contemporary prevailing theories and practices. 

MAIN OBTAINED OBJECTIVES.
 Moving from teacher - centric to learner - centric 

module.

 Learning how to learn.

 Building memory, imagination and creative thinking. 

 Founding Resilient Skills.

 Enhancing Critical Reflection.

Related immediate to theories ( such as Piaget's theory, constructivism, holistic 
theory, Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory, theory of multiple intelligences) and 
educational practices (such as J.Dewey in U.S.A., G. Kerchensteiner in Germany, 
A. Delmouzos in Greece) that have been grounded on 20th century.



1.3. Which is the main disadvantage of multidisciplinary approach?

(Curriculum approach) 
Framing the topic, 
according to its 
functionality in the 
level of Education.

(Educators approach) Lifelong learning approach: constructively 
enriching the Curriculum to its functionality in the class, critically 
thinking according to knowledge is sth to be discovered.

The multidisciplinary approach 

could make learners feel 

awkward in front of the unlimited 

development of its theme.

The development of fortification in relation to war 
techniques, leading gradually to the demolition of the 
walls and in some occasion the opening of boulevards.



2.0. Multidisciplinary approach in Greek schools?

Multidisciplinary/ Interdisciplinary Curriculums

:two axes/ the Vertical which links the Subjects and the 

Horizontal which is the analysis of a Subject

Flexible zone in Primary Εducation
:a theme-based research (two hours every week) which

reflect the common needs/ experiences/ interests of the 

students teams under the guidance of the teacher.

Method of project in Secondary Education
:As above. Students working on teams, choosing the content, 

the methods, and the tools. In that way (verbally or not) the 

students plan the objectives.

Pilot Flexible Zone in Ionian 
Islands (Lefkas):// Olive Tree.



3.1. Cultural heritage as an educational tool of multidisciplinary approach. 

3.1.1. Implemented educational scenarios in Greek context. 

i. From Mythos to Logos. “The windbag of Aeolus” (in Athens).

Short description The study of local winds in order to ameliorate the 
capacity of buildings in concern of sustainability.

Scenarios 
Characteristics

The windbag of Aeolus in Ancient Greek Literature, 
Homer’s Odyssey related to Physics, Geography and 
Maths.

Learners
Characteristics

1st Grade Secondary School (2nd Gymnasium N.Ionias, 
Athens).

Contributors Students in teams for 3 months under the guidance of the 
teacher,  
European Program GAIA Green Awareness in Action, 

Meteorological Office in Athens.

Implementation 
Period

2018-2020



ii. “Our neighbourhood” (in Artemida, Attica).

Short description The exploration of the biotope and the archaeological site of Artemis Vravronia.

Scenarios Characteristics Separated in two stages familiarization with the neighboring site (Environment Study, 
Ancient greek History and Literature) and use of ICT ( Computer Science) for 
recollecting the experience.

Learners Characteristics 1st Grade Secondary School (2nd Gymnasium Artemida, Athens).

Contributors Students in teams for 3 months with the guidance of the teacher,  
Hellenic Ornothological Society.

Implementation Period 2015



iii. “Erotocritos” (by Vijentzos Kornaros).

Short description The students came in contact with the great poet of Vijentzos Kornaros, dramatized the
scene of farewell, creatively used the computer and the new technologies and learned the
art of animation. They also organized a modular exhibition at the end of the year.

Scenarios Characteristics Implementation of cultural program “folklore – digital art a magical relationship: 
Erotokritos”.

Learners Characteristics 6th Grade Primary School.

Contributors Students in teams for 5 months with the guidance of the teacher,  
Based in Curriculum.

Implementation Period 2015

Photos from the exhibition at the end of the year.



3.1.2. Researches in Greek context. 

i. Studying the Mutli/Interdisciplinary Curriculum (Module 1.1.4.) in Greek 

context we have realised that 

Cultural heritage (as content and as analytical methods) could be the key 

unlocking the doors in between the so far separate rooms of knowledge, 

accomplishing the main objectives of a structured identity and existential 

learning.

And also that
Cultural heritage could be used as an educational tool, 

as a language  “related to the past”. 

Representations of human semantics/activities/
Power relations etc from murals in caves. Artistic 
engagement of learners.



An outcome from the research showing the possible 
critical change of learners attitude towards the arts 
and culture as an educational tool.

ii. Arts and Culture as interdisciplinary tools for 

Education (2017) by Eleni Kasimati

in two public Secondary schools of Thessaloniki.

The research emphasizes the empowerment of the 

learning activity through artistic practices.



iii. Cultural heritage as a tool “encoding” 

Chemistry, and so the contribution of cultural 

heritage to scientific literacy.

Cultural heritage provides a contextualized 

frame to chemical for e.g. reactions. It has been 

proved that colleagues (even with excellent 

grades) in Europe and U.S.A. could not 

understand in a fundamental way basic 

chemical notions, or/and their answers about 

e.g. the decay of matter could not have 

coherence and precision, and that the 

explicative narrations (audio-visual) from 

architecture, archaeology, natural environment, 

ethnography are like kits connecting the dots, 

multiplying the possible associations in the 

learners minds and the possibilities for 

understanding scientific οobservations.



4.1. The role of the mediator.  

A audio-visual narration 
from Arup construction 
company 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tnjTnPlTC
Xw&t=264s&ab_channel=ExpeditionWorkshed

and an agent from 
Harvard University
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QL4HrD1
Vw9w&ab_channel=HarvardX

concerning Pompidou 
center.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tnjTnPlTCXw&t=264s&ab_channel=ExpeditionWorkshed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QL4HrD1Vw9w&ab_channel=HarvardX


Thank you for your participation!


